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Overarching Objectives

1. **Better understand** the needs and interests of Early Career and Young Professionals (ECYP)

2. **Target and engage** ECYP members in activities through multiple media forms

3. **Provide opportunities** for growth, learning and networking

4. **Create a stronger ECYP voice** through cross-cutting relationships with other international organizations

5. **Increase membership and engagement** of ECYPs in overall IWRA activities
Task Force structure

- **Liudmyla Odud**: Social Media Campaign WG
- **Amrisha Pandey**: ECYP Webinar Series WG
- **Bassel Daher**: Early Career and Young Professionals Task Force Bureau
- **Rasha Hassan**: Outreach & Partnerships WG
- **Mentorship Program WG**
Social Media Campaign

- Why Water? video series
- Polls & Quizzes
- Real time tweets/posts
Transboundary Water Governance in the Arab World

The Role of the SDGs and WASH initiatives in the Water Scarce World

The Nexus of Law and Water: Recent developments in the rights of nature and ecocide, in collaboration with Water Security task force
WATER NETWORKING GLOBAL CAFE

IWRA’S EARLY CAREER AND YOUNG PROFESSIONALS TASKFORCE
INVITES YOU TO JOIN ITS FIRST WATER NETWORKING GLOBAL CAFE

Join for an opportunity to expand your network with other water professionals globally!

APRIL 7, 2021
3:00-4:00 PM CET
REGISTER HERE

MAY 27, 2021
3:00-4:30 PM CET
REGISTER HERE
IWRA task forces are comprised of selected IWRA members, which are experts and have considerable experience on water management topics. Panellists are supported by both IWRA Executive Office and its Board. They have the opportunity to proactively interact with other IWRA members who share common interests, as well as to contribute to international projects and initiatives that might otherwise would be inaccessible for individual members.